BRAND
NARRATIVE
Our Brand. Our Voice.

GOALS

WHY DO WE
NEED A GUIDE?
We want to produce insightful and
compelling content that maintains
consistency with our voice and
style.

The only way to achieve this is through
leveraging our amazing experts (you!). We
hope this guide makes it easier and more
enjoyable to contribute to Wpromote’s content.
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SECTION 01

TALKING THE
TALK
CHALLENGER TERMINOLOGY

WE TURN CHALLENGERS INTO CHAMPIONS
Wpromote drives transformational growth for brands who Think
Like A Challenger. For us, digital marketing is not about guessing,
it’s about data and the stories it tells. It’s not about sales, it’s about
customers. It’s not about outspending, it’s about outsmarting. We
make it our mission to Make Mondays Suck Less for our team and
our clients, and we produce outstandings results because of it.

TALKING THE TALK

CHALLENGER
LINGO
Challenge (noun):

Challenge (verb):

an objection or query as to the truth of
something, often with an implicit demand for
proof; a call to take part in a contest or
competition, especially a duel.

dispute the truth or validity of.

We avoid negative connotations of the word
“challenge” in noun or verb form.

We avoid negative connotations of the word
“challenge” in noun or verb form.

NO: Digital marketing is a diﬃcult challenge.

NO: It’s hard always challenging convention.

YES: We challenge the status quo to deliver
unprecedented results for our clients.

TALKING THE TALK

CHALLENGER
LINGO
Challenger (noun):
a person who disputes the
truth of or places themselves in
opposition to something.
We always capitalize
“Challenger.”

➔

We approach every strategy with a Challenger
Mindset.

➔

We’re proud to work with Challenger Brands.

➔

Being a Challenger requires a passion for trying new
things and a willingness to think diﬀerently.

TALKING THE TALK

PHRASES WE
LOVE
“Think Like A
Challenger”
shows the way we approach
digital diﬀerently and push
ourselves and our clients.
We help our partners
Think Like A Challenger.

“Challenger Brands”

“Challenger Mindset”

refers to our clients and other
companies who are ambitious
in the way they function or
approach their business.

describes the kind of
thinking we encourage that
pushes conventional
boundaries.

We work with Challenger
Brands who want to steal
market share and grow the
bottom line.

With a Challenger Mindset,
you’ll see problems in a new
light and ﬁnd solutions you
never expected.

TALKING THE TALK

PHRASES WE
LOVE
“We Turn Challengers
Into Champions”

“Challenger Summit”
is our ﬂagship event.

embodies how we grow clients of all sizes by
using a perspective that prioritizes growth and
gets outside of the comfort zone.

You won’t want to miss our annual
Challenger Summit!

No matter a company’s size, We Turn
Challengers Into Champions through growth
strategies and dedicated expertise.

NO: Come to the Challenger summit.
NO: Come to the challenger Summit.
NO: Come to the challenger summit.

TALKING THE TALK

BRINGING OUR
MENTALITY TO LIFE
Ways to describe our Challenger Mindset:
Challenge convention

Outsmarting, not outspending

Drive proﬁtable growth

Go against the status quo

Steal market share

Never settle

SEE MORE HERE

SECTION 02

SOUNDING
LIKE US
WPROMOTE BRAND VOICE

SOUNDING LIKE US

VOICE VS. TONE
Our voice reﬂects Wpromote’s personality
MID-MARKET
and we use three descriptors toPROSPECT
illustrate it
(next slide).

Our tone changes depending on topic,
format, time, or other CLIENTS
circumstances. We
match our tone to the situation at hand.

ENTERPRISE
Much like
your own voice, it describes the
PROSPECT
way in which content “sounds like us” no
matter where we are or what we create.

Ex. In an internal email, we might use emojis
and abbreviations while in a white paper, we
use fewer exclamation points and slang.
PRESS

All content sounds like us, but we adjust our tone depending on the context.

SOUNDING LIKE US

WHO WE ARE
1
2
3

All content should aim to reﬂect these
three descriptors of our brand voice.

ADJECTIVE

DEFINITION

DESCRIPTION

DO

DON'T

Ambitious
Yet Humble

High aspirations; strong
desire and determination to
succeed.

We show that we strive for
more in the future and aren't
happy to settle for the status
quo.

- Speak to the future
- Refer to goals
- Include the reason behind
taking action

- Use ﬁller words/phrases like
"just" or "I think"
- Backtrack or second guess

Bold
Yet Refreshing

Unafraid; showing an ability
to take risks; conﬁdent and
courageous.

We're willing to break
convention and try something
new to reach our goals.

- Address topics head-on
- Use short sentences
- Use powerful action verbs
- Use active voice

- Beat around the bush
- Use soft language

Clever
Yet Transparent

Quick to understand, learn,
and devise or apply ideas;
intelligent.

We are experts in what we do
and quick on our feet.

- Showcase our expertise
- Make intellectual jokes and
references

- Avoid complex ideas
- Be too playful
- Speak vaguely

SOUNDING LIKE US

AM I DOING
THIS RIGHT?
Here are some questions to
guide you:

➔

Could this come from anyone else but us?

➔

Would a competitor write this?

➔

Is this a good place for humor?

➔

Is clarity prioritized ahead of all else?

➔

Do I know exactly what I’m trying to say?

➔

Do I know what kind of tone I need to use?

SOUNDING LIKE US

CONTENT
CHECKLIST
All pieces of content must
satisfy the following criteria:

✔

Use Wpromote’s voice to be Ambitious Yet Humble,
Bold Yet Refreshing, and Clever Yet Transparent.

✔

Present a new idea or new way to conceptualize a
known problem or idea.

✔

Oﬀer a unique perspective informed by our
experience and expertise.

✔

Avoid jargon and buzzwords.

✔

Provide value for the intended audience.

✔

Follow all brand guide rules.

SECTION 03

PUTTING OUR
CHALLENGERS
FIRST
A LOOK AT OUR AUDIENCES

WE CREATE CONTENT TO EXPLORE THE IDEAS
THAT DRIVE GROWTH FOR OUR AUDIENCES

We do this by introducing innovative strategies, challenging
old approaches, and always answering the “so what” for each
topic through our bold yet refreshing, ambitious yet humble,
and clever yet transparent style.

PUTTING OUR CHALLENGERS FIRST

WE TALK TO
A LOT OF PEOPLE
MID-MARKET
PROSPECT
ENTERPRISE
PROSPECT

CLIENTS
PRIVATE
EQUITY

SMB
PROSPECT

MARKETERS
POTENTIAL
EMPLOYEES

PARTNERS

PRESS

EMPLOYEES

PUTTING OUR CHALLENGERS FIRST

AUDIENCE PRIORITY

#1

CLIENTS

ENTERPRISE
PROSPECT

Our top priority is to
speak to enterprise and
mid-market prospects.

While we speak to many
diﬀerent audiences,
when we produce
content we speak to this
group ﬁrst and foremost.
EMPLOYEES

We want to inspire our
audience to think “I want
to partner with them.”
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SECTION 04

the basics

COMMUNICATING
WITH
CLARITY
A BRIEF GUIDE TO GRAMMAR

COMMUNICATING

WITH CLARITY

OUR GUIDES
We use the Chicago Manual of Style.

Oxford English Dictionary
is our go-to.

Some key diﬀerences from AP style:
Always use the Oxford/serial comma that
separates the last two items in a list, unless
writing a title or when it would directly follow the
ampersand (“&”).
●

Ex. I love my parents, Ozzy Osbourne, and Madonna.

●

Ex. Paid Search, Paid Social & SEO

Spell out all numbers 99 and under, then use
numerals from there.

We recommend referring to the
Grammarly blog and using their free tool.

COMMUNICATING

WITH CLARITY

TERMS OF THE TRADE
Digital Marketing Terms:

Branded Terms:

Ecommerce - Write lowercase unless starting a sentence.

Data Studio - Always capitalize “Data Studio” and use two words.

Omnichannel - Write lowercase unless starting a sentence.

Facebook Marketing Partner - Always capitalize and do NOT
abbreviate as “FBMP” for external use.

Ad Groups - Write lowercase unless starting a sentence or
referring to a client’s speciﬁc campaign, such as “Ad Group
New.”

Google Ads (formerly AdWords) - Always capitalize “Google Ads.”
Google Shopping - Always capitalize “Google Shopping” but do not
capitalize following words like “ads” or “campaigns.”

Lightbox - Write lowercase unless starting a sentence.
Long Term/Long-Term - As a noun, write "long term." Ex: "In the
long term, we..." As an adjective, write "long-term. Ex: "Our
long-term goals are..."
Short Term/Short-Term - See “Long Term/Long-Term.”

Look-Alike/Look Alike/Lookalike - As a noun, write "look-alike." Ex:
"We refer to the look-alikes as..." As a verb, write "look alike." Ex:
"These two things look alike." If you are referring to Facebook
Lookalike audiences, make sure "lookalike" is written as one word
and capitalized when placed directly after “Facebook.”

White Paper - Write as two words in lowercase unless starting a
sentence.
See Full Terminology Guide

COMMUNICATING

WITH CLARITY

WRITING CLEARLY

We recommend referring to the Grammarly
blog and using their free tool.

Good rules of thumb:

Common misspellings:

Write in the active voice instead of passive voice.

Correct

Incorrect

YES - Our team generated top results.

accommodate

accomodate

NO - Top results were generated by our team.

calendar

calender

conscious

concious

YES - He usually arrives late.

foreseeable

forseeable

NO - He doesn’t usually arrive on time.

noticeable

noticable

occurrence

occurance

YES - I’m checking in on the creative project.

possession

posession

NO - I wanted to check in.

receive

recieve

weird

wierd

Use the positive form.

Reword to avoid ending a sentence in a preposition.

COMMUNICATING

WITH CLARITY

GRAMMAR CHEAT SHEET
An appositive is a noun or noun phrase that renames
or describes another noun right beside it.

Whether you capitalize a job title depends on the
placement of the title.

When an appositive noun or noun phrase contains an essential
element without which a sentence’s meaning would materially
alter, do not frame it with commas.

Capitalize a job title that comes immediately before the person's
name or is used as part of their name when addressing them. If
the job title comes after the person's name, or is used instead of
the person's name, then it is generally not capitalized.

YES - Hermione Granger, a witch at Hogwarts School, is
accomplished at spells.
YES - An accomplished witch, Hermione was the only second

However, we always capitalize abbreviations for the
c-suite and Mike Mothner’s title.

year to understand the assignment.

YES - Wpromote Founder & CEO led the team.

NO - My friend, Hermione, is great at spells.

YES - Mike Mothner, Wpromote Founder & CEO, started the
event with a toast.
NO - Michael Block is our coo.

COMMUNICATING

WITH CLARITY

PERFECT PUNCTUATION
Use apostrophes to form possessives and certain
contractions. Don’t use an apostrophe for most plurals.
YES - The school’s faculty, our family’s crest, let’s, she’s.

Use a hyphen for compound adjectives.
YES - The hastily arranged meeting came on the heels of
less-than-stellar performance.

NO - He likes several schools’.

The colon and the semicolon can both be used to
Periods and commas go inside quotation marks, even if
they aren’t part of the material being quoted.
All other punctuation marks go outside the quotation
marks, unless they are part of the material being quoted.
YES - “Any further delay,” she said, “would result in a major
issue.”

connect two independent clauses.
When the clauses are merely related, but the second
does not follow from the ﬁrst, use a semicolon.
YES - Only a third of Americans have a passport; the
majority of Canadians have a passport.

SUMMARY

YOU’RE READY
To recap:
1

You capitalize “Challenger” and variations
like “Challenger Mindset.”

2

You show (not tell) our Challenger Mindset
through a variety of words and phrases.

3

You write in our voice and adjust tone as
needed.

4

You sound like us: Ambitious Yet Humble,
Bold Yet Refreshing, and Clever Yet
Transparent.

5

You create content that reﬂects how you
Think Like A Challenger and always provide
a diﬀerent perspective.

6

You ask yourself “could this come from
anyone else?” and know that it couldn’t.

7

You speak to our audience of enterprise and
mid-market prospects.

8

You double check grammar and spelling (aka
Marketing loves you).
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APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
OUR BRAND
GUIDE

Have a question? Feel free to email
Elizabeth McCumber directly.

View our online brand guide here.

emccumber@wpromote.com

